ENGINEERING, B.S.

Begin Campus: Abington, Brandywine, DuBois, Hazleton

End Campus: Abington, Brandywine, DuBois, Hazleton

Program Description
The Engineering program provides students with a broad foundation in engineering with specialization in a technically and professionally relevant topic. Students must choose the Multidisciplinary Engineering Design option at Abington, Brandywine and Great Valley campuses, Applied Materials option at the DuBois campus or the Alternative Energy and Power Generation option at the Hazleton campus. From this degree program, students will acquire the ability to work as members of a team toward successful attainment of a common goal, thus preparing them to work in for-profit or nonprofit organizations, or to further their studies in graduate school. Typical employment for General Engineering graduates includes positions such as engineer, product engineer, process engineer, manufacturing engineer, development engineer, and materials engineer. With employment opportunities such as these and others, graduates of the Engineering program can attain professional and economically sustaining employment in their desired regional area. This degree program develops written and oral communication skills, culminating in a two-semester senior design course sequence consisting of a project based largely on student interest and faculty input.

You Might Like This Program If...

- You have an interest in various different engineering disciplines and would like to diversify your skill set as much as possible.
- You want to concentrate your studies on product, process, and manufacturing engineering.
- You are passionate about the design and development of products.
- You have an interest in alternative and renewable energy and power generation.